
The Portuguese students ask the Estonian partners personal questions:

Your name:Alex.R and Rodrigo L
Your question:What school do you go to, and do you like it? Why?
The answer: I learn in Gustav Adolf Grammar school. I like it because there are a lot of good
teachers.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What’s places have you visited?
The answer: I have visited a lot of places but the most memorable place I have visited is
New york.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: What's your favorite song? Why?
The answer: My favourite song is Remedy by Adele

Your name:Francisca e Fabiana
Your question: what’s your favorite tv show? Why?
The answer: My favourite tv show is Eesti Laul because it’s interesting.

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what’s your favourite food? Why?
The answer: My favourite food is Caesar salad because I love the flavour.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: What's your favourite animal? Why?
The answer: My favourite animal is white tiger because it’s like a zebra but more beautiful.

Your name: Richard e Rudraksh
Your question: What's your favourite Movie? Why?
The answer: My favourite movie is “The high note” because my favorite actress is in it.



Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question: What's your favorite sport? Why?
The answer: My favourite sport is figure roller skating because it’s fun. I break my legs and
hands every month (my hand is currently broken). :(

Your name:Laura e Leonor
Your question:what's your favourite video game? Why?
Your answer: My favourite video game is Sims 4 because I love that you can create your
own world there.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: What do you like to cook?
The answer: My favorite thing that I have cooked so far is mac and cheese (not the package
one)

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: How long have you been playing tennis?
The answer: I have been playing tennis for 2 years (I think)

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what is your favourite food?Why?
The answer: I love everything with pasta and my favorite is arrabiata because I love spicy
food.

Your name:Rudraksh e Richard
Your question: What's your favourite animal? Why?
The answer: My favorite animal is black panthers because they are so mysterious

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: What's your favourite book? Why?
The answer: I dont have one specific book but I love everything that has to do with murder
because I love the plots and I also love to try and solve the case myself.

Your name: Francisca e fabio
Your question: what's your favorite song? Why?



The answer: My favorite song is “All I ask” by Adele, I love everything that has to do with
Adele.

Your name: laura e leonor
Your question: what is your favourite type of music? Why?
The answer:I don't know, I just listen to songs that I like.

Your name: Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question: Do you watch Formula 1? Why?
The answer: No, but my dad does.

Your name:Alex and Rodrigo Leite
Your question: Which countries did you like to travel to?
The answer: I have traveled to 14 places but my favorite places have been Miami and Italy.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: What is your cat's name?
The answer: My cat’s name is Lotte

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what are your brothers’ names?
The answer: My brothers' names are Rudolf and Taavi.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: Do you want your future profession to be painting? Why?
The answer: Maybe, I like painting more as a hobby than a profession but it's an idea.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: What do you like to paint?
The answer: I mostly like to paint sunsets and fantasy pictures. And right now I am painting a
fantasy picture.



Your name: Francisca e fabiana
Your question: what’s your favorite famous painting? Why?
The answer: My favorite painting is the sunset painting I painted my father for his birthday,
Because it turned out better than expected.

Your name:laura e leonor
Your question: do you like your family? Why?
The answer: Yes I do, because they are always there to cheer me up.

Your name: Rudraksh e Richard
Your question: What is your favourite name?
The answer: Name

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question: How much time did you take to make your best drawing?
The answer: The best drawing took me 5 hours.

Your name:Alex and Rodrigo
Your question:Do you like christmas? Why?
The answer: Yes, because it’s a time of the year where my family gets together.

Your name:Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: At what age did you start dancing?
The answer:I was 4 years old when I started dancing
I was  about 6-7  years old when  I took a break from it and started again as 9years old.

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: How are the classes in Estónia?
The answer: They are interesting and tiring at the same time.

Your name: Rudraksh e Richard



Your question: What's your favorite show?Why?
The answer: "Modern family" because it's very funny, it always makes me laugh and
sometimes it is so relatable.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What’s your favorite movie?Why?
The answer:"Black swan" probably because it has a very deep story to it and it's about
dancing ballet so yeah.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: Why do you like your English and history teachers ?
The answer: Because they have the most interesting teachers

Your name:Laura e Leonor
Your question:What is your favourite book?Why?
The answer: I don't have a favorite book, I can't really choose.

Your name: Francisca e fabiana
Your question: what’s your favorite actor/actress?Why?
The answer: I got to say there are many actor/actresses that I like, one of them is probably
Margot Robbie because I really liked the movie she played in "I,Tonya"

Your name:Miguel and Rorigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your favorite type of dance? Why?
The answer: probably Hip-hop because that's what I am most good at.

Your name: Alex e Rodrigo
Your question: do you like easter?Why?
The answer: it's a great holiday but in my family we don't celebrate it very much. We played
a few games that day but not much so yeah. Yeah it's  an okey Holiday but it's not my
favorite.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: How old are your brothers?



The answer: I don't have any brothers

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question:  what is your favourite season? Why?
The answer: My favourite season is summer.

Your name: Rudraksh e Richard
Your question: What sport do you play?
The answer:  I play Tennis.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question:What do you usually eat for breakfast?
The answer: I usually eat  egg and bacon.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: Why did you live in Spain?
The answer:Because there is beter school and climate.
.

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question: What is your favourite thing to cook?
The answer: I like cooking sweet things.

Your name:Migue and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:What’s your favorite food?Why?
The answer: My favorite food is pizza because it's good.

Your name: Alex e Rodrigo
Your question:do you like the new year?Why?
The answer:  Yes I like  new year because it is fun and beautiful.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: what kinds of drawings do you like to make?
The answer: Usually the things that come up on my mind at that moment but i'm not very
good at drawing.



Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what is your favourite subject? Why?
The answer: English because it is the most fun for me.

Your name: Rudraksh e Richard
Your question: What's your favourite soccer player?Why?
The answer: I don't have a favourite soccer player.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: What is your favourite tennis player?Why?
The answer: Simona Halep has good technique.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: Would you like to visit Portugal? Why?
The answer: No not really not because of the place itself but more because I have travelled
so much as a kid.

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:do you like Cristiano Ronaldo?Why?
The answer: No because he seems like an annoying player.

Your name: Alex e Rodrigo
Your question: do you like halloween?Why?
The answer: No and yes I like the dressing up part but i´d rather stay at home.

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:What is your favourite food?Why?
The answer: Lava cake because the flavours melt in my mouth and with vanilla ice cream it
is delicious.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: How old are you?
The answer: 13

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what’s your brother's age?
The answer: He is 11



Your name:Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: What are your goals in life?Why?
The answer: I want to get rich and buy a nice house.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: How did you meet your best friends?
The answer:I don’t even remember because I met them so many years ago.

Your name:Alex e Rodrigo
Your question: who are your best friends?Why?
The answer: Marvin and Tommy because they are funny.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What is your shirt number?
The answer: Mens S

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:Do you like to watch football?Why?
The answer: Yes I do because it’s interesting

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your favorite food?Why?
The answer: Pizza because it's very delicious.

Your name: Francisca e fabiana
Your question:what’s your favorite tv show?Why?
The answer: I really enjoyed watching Sherlock and Peaky blinders

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: How often do you play guitar?
The answer: Whenever I feel like it, usually 1-2 hours a day



Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what are the games you play?
The answer: League of Legends, Valorant and genshin impact are the main games I play

Your name: Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: What's your favorite game?Why?
The answer: Team fight tactics, because it's really fun and easy to play.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: Is Kalamaja a nice city?Why?
The answer: Yes it is, the people here are very nice and there are many interesting places to
visit here. If you ever come to Estonia I recommend visiting Kalamaja.

Your name: Alex e Rodrigo
Your question: what are the subjects that you don't like?Why?
The answer: I don't like Russian, because the lessons are very boring.

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:What is your favourite football player? Why?
The answer: I don’t have one at the moment cause I don’t watch football, but when I used to
my favorite player was Trent Alexander-Arnold but I don’t remember why he was my favorite
player.

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your goals in life?
The answer: I haven’t really thought about that.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: Where did you live before?
The answer: I lived in Viimsi which is very close to the city I live in now

Your name: Francisca e fabiana
Your question:what’s your favorite video game?Why?
The answer: Team fight tactics, because it's really fun and easy to play.



Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: what´s your favorite subject?Why?
The answer: My favourite subject is English because I am so good at it I have to practically
put in no effort whatsoever. I also really love literature because I love writing.

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: Do you like Christmas?Why?
The answer: Yes, but also not because I’m not good around a crowd of people.

Your name: Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: What's your favorite song on the piano?Why?
The answer: I do not yet have a favourite song on the piano, but once I learn to play it better
I am sure to get one.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: Do you like your school?Why?
The answer: Yes, I like my school a lot. It has great teachers and most of the students are
very kind to each other.

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:Do you like to dance?Why?
The answer: I hate dancing because I suck at it.

Your name:Alex and Rodrigo. L
Your question:When is your birthday?
The answer: My birthday is on the 21st of May.



Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What does GAG mean?
The answer: GAG means Gustav Adolfi Gümnaasium. It’s the school I go to.

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:How old are you?
The answer: I am 13.

Your name: Francisca e fabiana
Your question: what’s your favorite song?Why?
The answer: I guess my favourite song is “Sofia” by Clairo

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: Why don't you  like math?
The answer: Because I am not really good at it.

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what are the countries that you already meet?
The answer: I have been to Portugal, Spain, Thailand, Dubai, England and a lot more. I just
don’t remember them all.

Your name: Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: Are you good at skating?Why?
The answer: Yes, because I have been practicing very hard for 6 years.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: What do you like to do with your friends?
The answer: I like to go to the movie’s or go to the mall. Or just have a chill day at home with
them.

Your name:Leonor e Laura



Your question:Do you skateboard everyday?
The answer: I figure skate every day, yes.

Your name:Alex and Rodrigo
Your question:Do you like movies and series?Why?
The answer: Yes, I love them. Because they are interesting.

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your favorite skate trick? Why?
The answer: My favourite figure skating trick is a jump called double axel.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What are your siblings called?
The answer: My little brother’s name is Frank, and my older brother’s name is Georg.

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: what are your best friends called?
The answer: Uku and Victoria Sarapuu

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: what are the subjects that you don’t like?Why?
The answer: I don’t like Geography, because it gets boring sometimes.

Your name: Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: What song do you often play on the saxophone?
The answer: I started learning ‘’Pink Panther’’.

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: When is your birthday?
The answer: 29. November

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:What is your favourite band?Why?
The answer: I don’t have a favourite band, I have my own band.

Your name:Alex and Leite



Your question:what is your favourite season?Why?
The answer: I like winter because it is the new year and Christmas then.

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your favourite outside sport?
The answer: I like tennis.

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: How did you play the saxophone?
The answer: A teacher teaching me and helping me.

Your name: Inês, Lara and Sara
Your question: who are your best friends?
The answer: 中共的榮耀 機密信息。一輛信息車已被送到您家外。 中共的榮耀

Your name: Madalena and Sara Anjos
Your question: how long have you been playing the piano?
The answer: About 3 years or so(?)

Your name: Richard and Rudraksh
Your question: Who's your favorite actor?Why?
The answer: Dunno. Maybe Samuel L Jackson?

Your name: Joana and Beatriz
Your question: Do you like your father’s job?Why?
The answer: Yeah I do. I mean, I can’t really comment on it because I’m not the one working
but it seems like a really cool and creative endeavor, with all the making movies and such

Your name:Leonor e Laura
Your question:What is your favourite type of film?Why?
The answer: Comedy. Funny



Your name:Alex and Rodrigo
Your question:when is your mother’s birthday?
The answer: Really specific thing to ask. September 9th

Your name:Miguel and Rodrigo Carmo
Your question:what’s your favorite game?Why?
The answer: Maybe Half-Life, maybe Doom Eternal, maybe Terraria, maybe just anything on
my Steam library. But in my heart, it’s Minecraft. Not saying that Minecraft is better than any
of these games but Minecraft is what started my gaming obsession. It may not be my
favourite FAVOURITE game in mechanics and fun-ness and such. But I have to pay respect
to it. BETA 1.7 FOR LIFE

Your name: francisca e fabiana
Your question: what’s your favorite movie?Why?
The answer: Oooh that's a toughy. I’ll just name a few.
Anything made by Wes Anderson or Quentin tarantino.
Alien.
The Thing.
Forrest Gump.
Man On The Moon.
A lot more stuff. I like these films due to their choreography, writing, comedy and plot. I can
name alot of TV shows as well

Your name: Marta and Estela
Your question: What video games do you like to play?Why?
The answer: RTS, beat-em-ups, platformers, action, sandbox, survival, roguelikes and FPS.
I like some RPG games but they usually take days to finish. And as a completionist, that is a
nightmare.


